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Abstract

Ultra-light dark matter (ULDM) perturbs the orbital motion of binary pulsars, 
inducing variations in the pulses' times-of-arrival. Binary pulsars are thus 
promising detectors of ULDM. 

We devise a method that enables us to compute the sensitivity limit to ULDM 
with binary pulsars and apply it to the case of a universal, linearly-coupled, 
scalar ultra-light dark matter.
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ULDM models and Binaries

Interaction:           gravitational and/or direct

Probed masses:   (back-reaction negligible)

Spin 0

Spin 1

Spin 2
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energy-momentum tensor of the binarycoupling constant
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1. Dark matter interaction

2. Orbital parameters’ time variation

3. Pulse emission
(imprint of 1. through 2.)

Figure comes from https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.04063.pdf



Pulsar timing

pulse propagation

Timing model = description of the propagation of pulses from the pulsar to the Earth



1. Dark matter interaction

2. Orbital parameters’ time variation

3. Pulse emission
(imprint of 1. through 2.)

Figure comes from https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.04063.pdf

“binary pulsar” = binary star with a pulsar as one component
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Limit on coupling 
constant of direct 
interaction

Probed DM mass

sensitivity line
(from variation of     

)

sensitivity line
(from variation of     

  )

111 binary pulsars from the ATNF catalogue and assuming
next-generation radio-telescope precision (future SKA)
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Summary

1. binary pulsars are UDLM detectors

2. new method → Bayesian sensitivity lines

3. applied to scalar ULDM, large portion of DM phase space constrained

4. forecast of the constraining power of data, not an actual data analysis

5. each orbital parameter has a different constraining power (main          )

6. ELL1 binaries — even more restrictive than eccentric (BT) systems!



Outlook

1. Generalization to spin 1 and 2

2. Application of Machine learning to search for UDLM signals in data 
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ULDM

Dark matter particle

 very light bosons

 de Broglie wavelength of astrophysical scale

very light bosons behaving as a classical scalar field that 
experiences coherent oscillations

Within the halo of typical galaxy 

 classical field theory description applicable

 Schrödinger–Poisson system of eqs 

 wave-like behavior, interference patterns

Local DM amplitude       Local DM phase

DM mass (= oscillation frequency)

typical DM velocity in the 
Milky Way halo       

arXiv:1610.08297



Granular structure

ULDM



Granular structure

ULDM

ULDM homogeneous 
within one patch

O(1) fluctuations

arXiv:1711.10489



Granular structure

ULDM

Binary size << λdB



3 key assumptions

1. orbital resonance on

2.
      small subset of all pulsars

3.
      ignoring the time behaviour
      of the ULDM perturbations

New method:

1. beyond resonance (all masses)
2. any eccentricity
3. inclusion of the time behaviour of ULDM perturbations
4. combining all pulsars together to form one global sensitivity line. 
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Pulsar timing

ELL1, non-relativistic systems, low e

BT, non-relativistic systems, larger e

T      … proper time
t       … infinite-frequency barycenter arrival time
T(t)  … timing model

where (binary terms)



Time residuals

true values estimated values

definition of time residuals variation of orbital parameters

Post-Keplerian formalism:
Error         Secular effect         ULDM signal



Step 1: variances  

Two-step method



Two-step method

Step 2: time-dependence evidence for signal hypothesis

evidence for null hypothesis

 averaging over noise       combination of all pulsars

(depends on     ) 

nuisance parameters (errors, secular effects)
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